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John Wallace, Senior Editor

tresn perspectives
propel advances
Somewhere between pure science and pure hard-won
experience lies technological success. This year's rich variety
of achievements in photonics and optoelectronics extends to
both extremes of the range.
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he well-worn term paradigm shift"-sometimes
preceded by the phrase
'nothing less than anhas, for many who have
spent time in the corporate world, become
not merely empty of meaning, but a symbol of hyperbole. Contrary to what some
may think, though, the term was not invented by a motivational consultant. In-

Kuhn maintained that scientists typically (in times of what he called "normal
science") act as puzzle solvers, adding to or
tweaking the existing theoretical base, or
paradigm. Every once in a while, however,
a combination of new data and scientific
brilliance can cause a fundamental change
in outlook, causing a deep restructuring, or
shift, of the paradigm. One example is the
change from a Ptolomaic to a Copernican
view of the solar system.
While more-mundane acts
of restructuring-such as the
relocation of an engineering department nearer to the
manufacturing area-may
be termed paradigm shifts
by a company exec, they are
most likely not. However, a
slight broadening of the term's
original meaning to include
radical shifts in thinking relative to technology may not be
unwarranted. In the past few
years, and especially this past
' year, the field of optics has
been approachingwhat
FIGURE 1. A metamaterial with nanoscale feature sizes has
be such a shift-that involving
a magnetic resonance for 3-pm light-an important step
toward the fabrication of a neaative-refractive-index
material the design, development,and
at that wavelength.
possiblythe eventual practical
use of negative-refractivestead, it was coined by science historian
index materials in optical systems.
Thomas Kuhn, and popularized in his
In technology, just as in science, how1962 book The Structure of Scientific Revoever, fundamental changes in approach
lution; the term arose from his views on
mean nothing without the rest of the crescience and how it progressed-which, he
ative and difficult work needed to make
believed, was erratically.
devices suitable for the real world. The
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ors at the University of
traditionally frustrated
efforts to create inteEdinburgh (Edinburgh,
grated optoelectronic
Scotland) and Pennsyivania StateUniversity
circuits based on the
material. But in Febru(University Park, PA)
have postulated that a
ary, researchers at Intel
(Santa Clara, CA) re'=ogen-of two hypotheticalisovealed the first all-siliCoolant
tropic dielectric-magcon laser on a chip, an
channels
netic materials,each
S-shaped waveguide
pulverized to tenthRaman laser that, when
wavelength-size (or
pumped with pulsed
smaller) grains, could
light at 1536-nm, lased
form a negative-index
at 1669.5 nm (see Laser
metamaterial (see Laser
Focus World, February
Focus World,Novem2005, p. 9). The group
ber 2005, p. 53). The
soon demonstrated a
researchers have no
continuous-wave(CV. ,
idea yet what these two FIGURE 3. A Thin (4.6-mm)
version, in which a reNd:YAG slab to su8pended besubstancesmight be,
tween two fused-silica windows; verse-biasedp-f-a dihowever.
ode in the waveguide
cooling fluid flows between the
Many research efwindows and the slab. The laser reduced the optical loss
forts are under way
light is totally Internally reflected caused by two-photonaround the world to
absorption-induced
off the outer surfaces of the
create metamaterials
windows.
free-carrier absorption
that operate at shortto the point at which
er wavelengths and show clearer negaCW operation was achieved. A silicon
tive-index effects. Improved photolitho- Raman laser developed by researchers
graphic techniques and more-refined
at the University of California at Los
nanostructures will eventually lead to
Angeles, though optically pumped by
a metamaterial that exhibitsa negapulsed light, can be directly modulated
tive refractive index in the visible rewith an electrical signal to a p-n juncgion. In addition, metamaterials showtion diode on the gain chip (see Laser
ing nonlinear effects (such as frequency
doubling) or gain (leading to optics
that could not only focus but amplify
light) will be developed. Conquering
the practical problems of light absorption, difficulty of fabrication, and performance, however, is what will bring
metamaterials out from the lab and into
your cell-phone camera.
Silicon photonics
Decades of research and development
have brought silicon electronicchips
from their original single-transistor
form all the way to integrated circuits
that contain a billion transistorswith
n a n d features. Justas important,
the associated semiconductor-processing technology has turned silicon into
a versatile medium for precision massproducible devices that include not only
electronics, but MEMS (microelectromechanical systems) devicesas well.
This year, integrated silicon photonics has moved closer to reality.
Silicon's poor light emission has

FIGURE 4. In the two-phase ECHCand the
shgle-phase CHIC, diffusion-bonded copper laminates create a maze of coolant flow
passages and fins to Increase the removal
of heat from high-powerlaser-diode arrays.
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Focus World,April 2005, p. 21).
Scientistsat Intel have also created a
second essential element of a practical sil-

icon photonic circuit (or at least one that
would rely on CW lasers): a high-speed
silicon optical modulator. Last year, they
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